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Campaign Pressure At Polls Outlawed
New Voting
System Set
For Election

New Chapel
Dedication
This Sunday
Bishop Daniel J. Feeney D.D., of
the diocese of Portland will officate at
the dedication ceremonies for Our
Lady of Wisdom Chapel Sunday, December 5.
The ceremonies will begin at 10:30
a.m, followed by a low Mass. Bishop
Feeney will be assisted during the services by local priests.
In the afternoon at 3 o'clock the
ceremony will proceed with the bless—Ncwhall Photos
ing of the statue of Our Lady of WisHonorary Lt. Colonel Candidates: left to right and down—Virginia
dom, the blessing of the Bell, and the
Littlefield, Dororthea Butler, Ruth Holland, Elaine Lockhart, Louise
erection of the Stations of the Cross.
Litchfield.
Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament will conclude the ceremonies.
Among the features of the Chapel
are the stained glass windows, made
in Milan, Italy, over 100 years ago,
and formerly in the Old St. Mary's
church of Biddeford.
The alter is of Travertina marble
Five pretty coeds have been ing to Maine as a side attraction. She
and the gift of the Maine Council of chosen by the Scabbard and Blade will sing several novelty numbers
(lurCatholic Women.
Society as candidates for Hon- ing intermission.
The chapel bell, cast in 1886, is a orary Lieutenant Colonel of the
Tickets for the Military Ball are $5
gift of Mr. Phillip Peterson of Cari- Battalion, it has been announced. per couple, and can
be obtained from
bou.
One will be commissioned during any Scabbard and Blade member or
Other presentations include the Min- intermission at the Military Ball, at the Bookstore on
Monday, Dec. 6.
shall-Estey organ, the stations of the Dec. 10.
The dance is formal.
Cross, the statues, and the alter-railing.
Elaine Lockhart, Virginia LittleNewman Hall, which is to be the field, Ruth Holland, Louise Litchfield,
center for Newman Club activities, has and Dorothea Butler, all juniors, are
been redecorated and will be dedicated the hopeful candidates for the honorary
to the Maine State Council, Knights position, being vacated by Muriel
of Columbus.
Applebee, "Miss Maine" for 1948.
The new hall, which is under the
It has also been announced that
auspices of the Newman Club, will be Freddie Guerra and his orchestra will
The Women's gymnasium will be
open to all students.
be featured at the Military Ball, with open Friday evening from 8 to 10:30
o'clock for the use of men and women
guest vocalist Colby Dean
students in a new co-recreational proGuerra has what is reported as one
gram
under the sponsorship of the
of the coming bands of the nation, and
women's
"M" Club.
will be playing at Maine after a tour
The program, directed by Sparky
of mid-Western colleges.
Colby Dean, who sang with Bob Richardson, Betty Friedler, and ThelCrosby's Club 15 this summer, is not ma Crossland, is designed to give stuGuerra's regular vocalist, but is corn- dents not wanting to attend dances or
house parties recreational facilities over
President Arthur . . Hauck anthe week end.
nounced today that the Board of TrusIn the Women's gym, badminton,
tees had approved the establishment of
ping pong, volleyball, and shuffleboard
a Department of Journalism
equipment will be available.
"The Trustees' action," President
Hauck said, "reflects not only presentday student interest in courses in that
field but also a friendly interest which
many editors and publishers of Maine
have shown in the University journalMarilyn Wyman '51 has been named
ism program."
a member of the college board of
According to Dean Joseph M. Mur- Madcmoiselle as the result of her story
BY JIM WHEELER
cient number of organizations agree
ray of the College of Arts and Sci- on the University of Maine's pioneer
ences, the new department will offer course in descriptive physics.
The initiation of the Bowdoin Plan pay the cost of the students' room and
"professional guidance, within the libMarilyn, who intends to major in or a similar method of securing finan- board.
eral arts curriculum, for juniors and pre-law, will do stories on fashions, cial means to aid foreign students to
The Plan provides three major
seniors who plan careers as reporters fads and other activities on the Maine study in the United States has been benefits to the groups who sponsor the
and editors."
campus of interest to readers of this approved by the University Board of foreign student as well as financial adTrustees.
The department will be headed by young woman's magazine.
vantages to the beneficiary. These
Wayne Jordan, professor of journal- On the basis of her work, she will
As a solution to the problem of benefits, as set forth by the Internaism, who was senior news editor of be in line for possible selection by the living and tuitional expenses, the Plan tional Activities Committee of the StuBusiness Week when he joined the magazine of 20 of the 35 members of calls for the provision of room and dent Council of Bowdoin College, are:
University teaching staff in 1946.
the board to go to New York in August board for a foreign student by some
I. It provides ample opportunity for
Instruction in journalism at the Uni- and help make up an edition of the recognized college organization and international understanding through
versity of Maine dates from 1914, publication, with all expenses paid.
the waiving of payment of tuition and the exchange of ideas with youths from
when courses intended to prepare stuIn addition to being a reporter on fees by the university.
all over the world. Each foreign students for practical newspaper work the Maine Campus, Marilyn is secreAt present the Board has consented dent is an informal ambassador of his
were introduced in the Department of tary of the Canterbury Club and a Phi to furnish tuition and fees for ten country and has been selected by cduEnglish.
Mu sorority member.
foreign scholarships provided a suffi(Continued on Page Eight)

Scabbard and Blade Picks
..
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Women's"M"Club
Sponsors New Plan
For Co-recreation

Trustees O.K.
New Dept.
Of Journalism

Maine Co-Ed
Wins Spot On
Mademoiselle

University Trustees Approve
Bowdoin Plan For Maine

Aiming at a 50% student vote
in Tuesday's final class elections,
the election committee, headed by
Hal Marden, has announced restrictions in campaigning procedure for the more than 50 candidates
who will be voted upon for class offices and Sophomore representatives to
the athletic board.
Heeding complaints following the
primary elections, Marden and his
committee have decreed that candidates will be prohibited from any
form of campaigning in the lobby and
the Oakes room of the Library, where
• the polls will again be set up.
According to the committee, voting
irregularities were noticed during the
primaries, and the charges made by
the committee included the influencing
of students at the polls by both polltenders and loiterers, students voting
for officers other than in their own
class, and the illegal marking of ballots.
Marden announced at a General
Senate meeting that a more perfect
isystem has been set for the final elections, to be held Dec. 7.
Voters will have their names

1

i

See page 3 for sample ballots.

checked off when they receive ballots
in the lobby of the library, and will
again be checked on leaving the polls
in the Louis Oakes room.
, Campaigning may be carried on anywhere outside the lobby and the Oakes
room, Marden said. Requests have
been made by librarian Louis T. Ibbotson that no posters be hung on the
library.
In addition to restricting the nominees and representatives from campaigning in the immediate balloting
area, Marden said that representatives
of the Senior Skulls and the AllMaine Women will be present

Coach Allen
Takes Leave
For Two Weeks
Mrs. George E. Allen stated Monday that her husband, Coach Eck
Allen, entered the Lahey Clinic, Boston, that day for a series of tests to
determine his condition.
Mrs. Allen said that Maine's varsity
football and basketball head coach did
not know much about his health, but
would know definitely by tomorrow
Allen left for Boston Saturday and
attended a basketball coaching clinic
last week. He was forced to leave
practice the Tuesday before Thanksgiving in the final pre-recess session
If nothing further develops in the
diagnoses conducted by the clinic, Mrs.
Allen expects her husband to return in
two weeks.

Orono, M
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The Campus Calendar

The Campus plans to continue its
policy, which was started for the
Thanksgiving recess, of setting up
riders' pools. The plans received wide
acclaim after the November holiday,
and it should be appreciated at Christmas, too.
Students who plan to drive home for
Christmas and who have space for
riders who will share expenses may
contact the Campus office and leave
information regarding the number of
seats available, and the ultimate destination of the driver.
The newspaper will publish a partial
list of those drivers in the Dec. 9 issue,
and a complete list in the issue of
Dec. 16.
Those students who are interested
in the idea may call at the Campus
office at 202 East Annex, or telephone
extension 52.

if hen in Bangor, visit the

New Atlantic Restaurant
for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
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RC Director
Car-Pool Is
Successful
To Talk On
College Courses For Thumbers
Mr:. Hulda Hubbell, director of the
college activities for the North Atlantic area of the American Red Cross,
will address the University students,
faculty, and student wives who are interested in Red Cross organization and
training courses at a meeting tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the Louis Oakes Room,
Library. Randolph Adams, well-known
varsity football player, will preside.
Arrangements for the meeting are
being made by the following seven students who have already received certificates in one or more Red Cross
courses.
Marvin Adams, Randolph Adams,
Ann Dibbles, Roy E. Joyce, Mark
Shedd, Caroline Strong, and Rena
Thorndyke.
Mrs. Verna Buschena of Orono,
president of the Student Wives Club,
is also a member of the committee.

Or

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2
7 p.m.—Chemical Engineering Club
meets in 362 Aubert. Guest speaker
will be Mr. Marshall Sittig, from the
Eastern Corp.
7 p.m.—Debate tourney, South
Stevens.
7:30 p.m.—Mrs. Hulda Hubbell,
director of college Red Cross activities
in the North Atlantic area, will speak
at the Louis Oakes Room, Library.
7:30 p.m.—Business meeting of
OCUMMO, Carnegie Hall.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3
2 p.m.—Arts and Crafts Workshop,
MCA Building.
4:45 p.m.—Vespers, Louis Oakes
Room, Library.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5
10:30 a.m.—Dedication ceremonies
for Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel.
11 a.m.—Church services, Little
Theatre.
6 p.m.—Canterbury Club meets at
MCA Building.
p.m.—Hillel Foundation meets at
Carnegie Lounge.
7:30 p.m.—Koinonia meets at
MCA Building.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8
7 a.m.—Wednesday morning Fellowship, MCA Building.
6:30 p.m.—Conservative Christian
Fellowship, MCA Building.
7 p.m.—Freshman Club meets at
Carnegie lounge.
7 p.m.—The 300 Club meets at
MCA Building.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9
7 p.m.—Meeting of the Order of
the Temple, Orono Lodge Hall.

Pre-Broadcast Rehearsal
Students lucky enough to be in New
York City during the Christmas holidays will have an opportunity to attend a pre-broadcast rehearsal of
"Theatre Guild on the Air" by contacting Mr. L. R. Batemen, Director
of Public Relations, U. S. Steel Corporation, Statler Office Building, Boston 16, Mass.
Home Making:
A wife in the South apartments
wants to know how many sponges one
should use in making a sponge cake?

1870 Student
Used Pennies
As Cartwheels

Seni(
As C

Two cents was worth a good deal
more back in the 1870s, if the expense
accounts of student Edmund Abbott,
class of 1878, are any indication.
Abbott, whose personal accounting is
on display in a show case at the University library, spent his two cents on
"Lemons for Daisy."
Some other notations which show
how times have changed for the college
student were "Stage fare, 25 cents,"
and "Lamp chimney, 20 cents."
Abbott, who later became a physician and surgeon and practiced in Winterport, and Providence, R. I., reversed the usual procedure of finances
in relation to parents, judging by the
item, "Lent Mother 11 cents."
The papers, along with other interesting records, were donated to the Library by the family of Dr. Abbott,
who died in 1933 at 77 years of age.

James Silsby Initiated
It

was recently announced that

_Tames A. Silsby has been formally

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE
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FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

initiated into Phi Eta Kappa fraternity.
•

Betts Bookstore
58 Columbia St., Bangor

"Trout"
by Ray Bergman

Civil
Lists E

5.00

Good News for
NIGHT OWLS!

The complete trout fisherman's
guide—handsomely illustrated by
color photos.

K. E. TWITCHELL
SERVICE
Photostatic Work of All
Kinds
24 hour service
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Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
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SNIFFS
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A.J. Goldsmith
10 No. Nlaio St.

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With tvrelv• offices In
Eastern Maine
Merr.li•t Fedistal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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ROTC Names 2
Senior Cadets
As Outstanding

Sample Ballots Give Candidates For Class Elections
SPECIMEN BALLOT
SENIOR CLASS ELECTION
December 7, 1948

SPECIMEN BALLOT
SOPHOMORE CLASS
ELECTION
December 7, 1948

SPECIMEN BALLOT
JUNIOR CLASS ELECTION
December 7, 1948

Instructions:
Instructions:
Colonel Francis R. Fuller, Professor
Mark a cross (X) or check mark
Mark a cross (X) or check mark
of Military Science and Tactics, has (V )in the square at the right of your Instructions:
Mark a cross (X) or check mark (V)in the square at the right of your Instructions:
choice
for
each
class
officer.
Mark a cross (X) or check mark
announced the designation of Henry J.
(V ) in the square at the right of your choice for each class officer.
Add
by writing or pasting choice for each
(V)in the square at the right of your
Add
Dombkowski and John F. G. Eichorn stickers names
names
class
by
officer.
writing
or
pasting
in blank spaces and mark a
Add names by writing or pasting stickers in blank spaces and mark a choice for each class officer.
as distinguished military students for cross (X) or a check mark (V) at
Add names by writing or pasting
stickers
in blank spaces and mark a cross (X) or a check mark (V) at
the right of such names.
the 1948-1949 academic year.
stickers
in blank spaces and mark a
cross
the
right
(X)
such
a
of
or
check
names.
mark
(
V) at
Ballots not valid
Ballots not valid if instructions are cross (X) or a check mark (V) at
Under the Army plan of distin- not followed for eachif instructions are the right of such names.
and every office.
Ballots not valid if instructions are not followed for each and every office. the right of such names.
guished military students, cadets
Ballots not valid if instructions are
President
not followed for each and every office.
President
Dombkowski and Eichorn are eligible
not followed for each and every office.
(Vote for One)
President
(Vote
for
One)
to obtain commissions as officers in Barnett, Ralph E.
President
(Vote for One)
McBrady, James A.
a
the Regular Army immediately after Beaudry, James A.
(Vote
for One)
Duddy,
Robert
H.
a
CI Peasley, Harold M.
graduation. This plan, which was an- Hinds, James A.
Bailey, Edgar M., Jr.
Meade, Russell E.
Tsomides, Aristedes
El
nounced by the Department of the
Rowe, Lloyd A.
El Singer, Richard A.
El
El Smith, Donald E.
Army in June of this year, was estabVice President
El
Vice President
lished to augment the procurement of
Vice President
(Vote for One)
(Vote for One)
Regular Army officer personnel from Capers,
(Vote for One)
Vice President
Robert S., Jr.
Beal, Blaine L.
El
o
West Point and the officer candidate Webber
Barnard, John M. H.
(Vote
for One)
, Edwin W.
Beals,
Robert
El
L.
CI Morse,
schools.
Lord, Edgar F.
Gerald E.
Zollo, John P.
El
CI Cates, David C.
0
The requirements for an appointSimmons, Patricia M.
Norton, Virginia M.
El McDermott, Edward J.
1:1
ment include the possession of outWest, Stuart E.
El
Secretary
standing qualities of military leaderSecretar
y
El
Secretar
y
(Vote for One)
ship, high moral character, definite Alex,
(Vote for One)
Secretary
(Vote for One)
Charlotte A.
aptitude for military service, academic
Clark, Bertha
(Vote for One)
D Holland, Ruth
Cunningham, Mary J.
0
0 Josslyn, Janice J.
distinction, or demonstration of leader- Hayden
Frye,
Jeanne
Lockhar
t,
El
Elaine
A.
, Cynthia J.
CI r
El Marsden, Mary E.
ship through participation in recogPratt, Jeanette
0'Whitcomb, Mary
El
nized campus activities. In addition
White, Caroline D.
aI
El
Treasurer
the cadet must stand in the upper third
Treasurer
Treasurer
(Vote for One)
of his advanced ROTC class.
(Vote for One)
Treasurer
(Vote for One)
Davis, Arnold A.
Elliott, James E.
(Vote for One)
One of its unique features is the Gordon,
•Barron, Donald P.
Foster I.
El Hopkins, Joan
a King, Francis A.
E.
provision for designating the qualified Savigna
Davee, James E.
no, Alfred N.
El Snyder,
El Woodbrey, Victor A., Jr.
Mary L.
students at the beginning of their secO Hopkins, Alton M.
El
ond year of the advanced course so
El
that they may apply for their Regular
JUNIORS, this is the ballot you will FRESHMEN,
SENIORS, this is the
is the ballot you
Army commissions and be notified of mark next Tuesday in ballot you will SOPHOMORES,this is the ballot you mark next Tuesday in final class elec- will mark next this
Tuesday in final class
final class elec- will mark next Tuesday
tions.
in final class
their acceptance by January of the tions.
elections.
elections.
graduation year. In this way the students are made aware of their status
Temple Initiates Barnett
Future Farmers To Meet
with regard to Army careers in ad- Radio Guild Presents
Varsity Singers Give
vance of graduation.
Ralph E. Barnett was initiated into
Campus Harmony Group Recital At Warren
A meeting of the collegiate chapter
membership of the Order of the of the Future Farmers
of America
"The Quintet," an outstanding camThe Varsity Sic,e.tr. of the Uni- Temple at the last meeting of the will be held at 7
p.m., Dec. 7, in
pus harmony group will be featured on versity of Maine
under the direction organization.
Agricultural Engineering Building 2.
the Dec. 8 University Town broadcast. of James G. Selwood presented a
PsiNI.1.."•••••••••••••••••••••••••""I
re- •4••••••••••••"
••••••••••~INNONININOW
,
The group, comprised of Jean Cain- cital at the Second Congregational
TOUR LATEST OlUTSTAN DIM: SCREEN BITS
Church in Warren on Tuesday night.
ningham
, Bob Cool, Dick Cutts, JimPhilip J. Brockway, University
Soloists were Lois Ann Nicholson,
placement director, has announced my Jordan, and Jimmy Gilcrest will Priscilla
Goggin, and Paul Payson.
plans for examinations for Junior Pro- present their own vocal arrangements
Others taking part were: Tenors,
fessional Assistants in the U. S. Civil of hit tunes
popular today and yester- Richard Wheeler, Allan
Preble, RobService.
day.
ert Campana, Wallace Sterling, RichA general announcement will be
The continuity for this musical will ard Kimball. Robert Cool, Carl Lermade later this month by the Civil
man, and Theodore Caras. Basses,
Service Commission for an assembled be written by Margaret Hanks. The Robert
Christensen, Robert Gascoigne,
examination for various J PA options. University Town series are produced Adrian
Daigle, Walter White, James
by
the University of Maine Radio
Positions are open in the New EngGilchrest
, and James Davee. AccomBANGOR
Guild
in
cooperat
ion with station
land and the Washington, D. C. areas.
panists, William Newdick, Plilip
WLBZ,
Bangor,
every
Wednesd
ay
Dec. 2, 3, 4
In the new England area positions
ORONO
Pendleton, Cynthia Hayden, and ShirThurs., Fri., Sat.
include: bacteriologist, chemist, econo- eyeing at 7:30.
ley Crane.
"WHEN MY BABY SMILES
mist, psychologist, statistician, and
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 1-2
AT ME"
textile technologist. In the Washing- Debaters Invade Tufts
Double Feature
Betty Grable, Dan Daley
ton area: astronomer, bacteriologist, For Speech Tourney
The Department of Psychology
"RIVER LADY" (color)
Dec. 5, 6, 7, 8
offers a counseling service for stuchemist, trade mark examiner, budget
Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan Duryea
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Four Maine debaters will go to dents in the College of Arts and
assistant, geographer, technical editor,
Plus
"THE SAXON CHARM"
Robert Montgomery,
textile technologist, general adminis- Boston this week end to take part in Sciences. Others may avail themselves
"MUSIC MAN"
Susan Hayward
trative assistant, and personnel assis- a tournament sponsored by Tufts Col- of it by special request.
Jimmy Dorsey, June Preisser
lege.
6:30-7:48
tant.
•
Kay
Kennedy
and Mary Linn will
The test will be given in January.
Fri. & Sat.. Dec. 3-4
STUDENTS!
Those taking it will be notified as to take the affirmative, and Larry Smith
'BANG
OR
"KISS THE BLOOD OFF
and Larry Jenness will speak for the
its time and place.
We have...
Dee. 2, 3, Thurs., Fri.
MY HANDS"
Examinations for J PA positions not negative at the competition.
ALL MAKES OF
"SMART GIRLS DON'T
Joan Fontaine. Burt Lancaster
The debate topic is Resolved: "that
involving written tests will be anTALK"
Also Comedies
PORTABLES
Virginia Mayo, Bruce Bennett
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8 :26
nounced at the same time. Positions the federal government should adopt a
Liberal Time Payment.,
Dec. 4, 5, 6, 7
open are engineer P-1, in options of policy of equalizing educational opSat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Sun. & Mon., Dec. 5-6
civil, electrical, mechanical, marine, portunity in tax supported schools by
"A SOUTHERN YANKEE"
electronic, and naval architecture; means of annual grants."
"SEALED VERDICT"
Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy
Physicist, P-1, mathematician, P-1, Schools from nine states will comRay
NIilland, Florence Marly
Sales & Service
Also Cartoons
and Metallurgist, P-1.
pete for top honors in the tourney.
()1,
Sun.
Matinee
3:00-6:30---8:27
The debaters will be accompanied by
I ,1
Crorge I.. Ila.heN
BANG
Wofford
OR
Gardner
,
director of debate.
MCA Drive Falls Short
Tues., Dec. 7
Dee. 2, Thurs.
"RETU
Of 1700 Membership
RN OF BADMEN"
"GAY INTRUDERS'
Randolph Scott, Anne Jeffreys
"IRON CURTAIN"
The MCA membership drive is
Also Short Subjects 6:30-8:25
Dee. 3, 4, Fri., Sat.
officially over, and although the final
"MELODY TIME"
results are not complete, over 1,500
"NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"
Wed. & Thurs., Dee. 8-9
students have signed up.
Dee. 5, 6, 7
Double Feature
Theta Chi and Tau Epsilon Phi with
Sun., Mon., Tues.
"ONE TOUCH OF VENUS"
100 percent lead the fraternities. The
This Year
"TAP ROOTS"
Robert Walker, Ava Gardner
girl's dormitories, Coburn Hall, the
"MY LITTLE CHICKADEE"
Plus
RADIOS—RECORDS--SHEET MUSIC
Dee. 8,9, Wed., Thurs.
Home Management House, and West
"I JOHN DOE"
"FORE
IGN
AFFAIR"
Ruth Ihicsey, John Carroll
Hall have achieved their goals. Dunn
"MATING OF MILLIE"
o .30 7:52
Hall and New Dorm *3 with 68 perBijou
and
Opera
House
operate
c(
ntinuous
ly
from
1:30 to 11 o'1 dc.
cent and 61 percent respectively lead
Matinee
35#
Prices
to
o'clock
5
the men's dormitories.
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Jones Out On Limb
Criticizes Baldwin

'Campus'Policies Defended

To the Editor: I think attention,
and strong objection, should be pointed
to the last appearance of the Kaleidoscope. Hardly kaleidoscopic—look at
it from any angle and it's always coninsect rationalization. I even hestitate
to use the word "rationalization." Mr.
Jones is way out on the ole limb and
I just want to twitch it a bit.

Several years before the war, perhaps before some of you
readers can even remember, there used to be a fad going the rounds
featuring the intelligent sayings of Confucius, allegedly an old Chinese
philosopher.
Perhaps it was Confucius who said that no man can ever hope
to please all the people all the time, but truthfully that sounds more
Realism Is Immature
like something P. T. Barnum might say.
I quote. -Fraternities are exclusive.
Regardless of the source, it's a fact, you just can't please all of
So is all of life."
the people all of the time. You can, however, please some of them
Such sophomoric "realism" belies the
some of the time. That is what the editors of the Maine Campus are
ast sacrifices made by this nation
trying to do.
&ring 1941-45. Surely this nation
Campus Fights Back
didn't say, "Hitler is wrong. So are a
lot of other people." The democracies
There are some people here on campus that we can never please.
did hestitate a little with that type of
We realize that, and as a result expect to hear some criticism of our
reasoning. But they soon saw the
endeavors with the Campus.
light and did something about it—
It has long been our opinion, however, that one person, doing a
which involved the sacrifice of life
OK, Smarty! But remember it's my turn to wear it tomorrow.
lot of talking, can cause more trouble than a lot of people doing just
and livi ,g. To give up the philosophy
quoted L')ove "So is all of life" might
a little talking. To counteract this, it is on occasion necessary to
involve the sacrifice of a little populower the boom on the individual doing the lot of talking. This then,
larity and sleep. I grant that—it would
is the lowering of the boom.
also mean that you couldn't slip into
According to .rumor, better than half the sports staff of the
the easy, comfortable complacency
b. Bill -dialek
Campus has resigned, unhappy with the goings-on. According to
where every.,ing
.
is rosy. Is that too
tnuch
Reggie Hall, what this paper needs, among other things, is a new On December 18, from 7:45 a.m. te attaiy i
to give?
rides, packing grips for a
sports editor. An investigation reveals that, at the time of writing, 11:45 a.m., approximately 4,661 stu- two we,ks' stay, last minute shopping Race Problem
Needs Attention
the only person to resign from any staff within the Campus has been dents will be forced to pay lipservice plans, the thoughts of bucking heavy I quote again. -It is our contention
the aforementioned Mr. Hall, a cub reporter on the sports staff, to the regulations of the administra- holiday traffic (plus the Saturday that the race pr.thlent here at Maine
tion.
jam), are definitely not conducive to is slight.
That, too, is as it should b;."
whose efforts, though valiant, were hardly in keeping even with the
In order for the University of Maine concentrating on lectures. The lack of
We at Maine are the potential
journalistic standards of this paper.
students to receive credit for their an early start means, for many, night
Another rumor, not yet tracked down, has it that the Campus is work they must attend classes a certain driving. Students trying to get in all leaders of this cou::i". ani tile world
if we but feel
not a "student paper." Our mayor, His Honor Richard Huff, is number of hours. In order for the Uni- the daylight driving possible will be our worth. the obgation and realize
If we expect to be leaders,
versity to remain an accredited college, prone to speed it up—an uncalled for
accredited with being one of those asserting this statement.
as we should, we must lead by example
its schedule must contain a certain accident could be the end result.
Still a Student Paper
and inspiration. Is it inspiring to see
minimum hour level. This is the reaWhat does it all mean? For some a man ignore
a defect because it is
People in the journalism classes are running the Campus, is one son why there will be classes held it will mean missed rides
and money only slight? The college
infirmary
of Mayor Huff's charges. The fact that people taking courses in Saturday, December 18.
spent for Saturday train fare that does better
than that. No matter how
Those
are
the bald facts. Now let's they cannot afford. It means totally
journalism are generally assumed to be students has nothing to do
slight the cut, bruise, or wound, bring
with the question, of course. They are not students in the sense that look at the human side. Practically lackluster classes. It means heavy and it in. Any prejudice is a wound on
the Campus should be a "student paper." Frankly, we can't see the no one will receive benefit from these perhaps reckless driving. And it civilization. No matter how slight,
classes. Their money for
distinction between students in journalism and students in home will be wasted. Last minute that day means the accredited schedule will be let's treat it.
plans for served.
economics, or business administration, or electrical engineering.
Realism vs. Idealism
Let's get this straight now. The Maine Campus is under the
Farther on, the author makes this
direction of students. The news is dug up by students, written by
statement. "True, two wrongs do not
make a right. But none of us are
students, edited by students: The pages are made up by students,
gilded."
folded by students, and distributed by students. In short, this is a
by Marilyn Wyman
To me that denotes moral cowardice
student operated newspaper.
The Mind Digest, a psychology
The Stein Song has been proved to or mental laziness. Maybe we are not
Perhaps our self-appointed critics have a different meaning when
magazine, may not appeal to students, have more power than all the aspirin gilded. But let us try. I agree it is
they say the Campus isn't a student newspaper. Maybe they mean
other than majors in this field, as Dr. Cornell has administered during necessary to be realistic in this world.
that Joe Doakes, a junior in animal husbandry, can't walk over from
his reign. Even the effect of Miss But we cannot progress, we cannot
interesting literature; but recently an
the cow barn, climb the stairs to 202 East Annex and tell the editors
Crawford's hypodermic needle to in- see some sort of "peace of mind"
issue carried an article about which firmary
inmates seems insignificant ahead without idealism. It seems to
that by God there had better be a story about how to propagate the Maine
students may wish to hear.
beside
the
healing power of the ringing me that this world could use a touch
sheep race next week, and then next week see a long story on just
Discussing music as an anesthetic, echoes of The Stein Song.
of idealism. Meanwhile, let us not
that.
a list of musical compositions suitable
employ our realism to make our lives
Our
duty
towards
The
Stein
Song
Editor Defends Prerogative
for overcoming dental pain includes has
become twofold. Every student easy and rosy—let us use it to make
A newspaper doesn't run that way. One person has to have the 'The Stein Song.' The list includes must know and sing our
anthem as it better. Realism used wrongly can
right to say what shall or shall not be printed. 'What is news or is several other songs such as the Tore- the symbol of school spirit. In addi- be as harmful as idealism used unnot news. What he thinks will be interesting to the readers or will ador Song from Carmen, but the im- tion, each loyal son and daughter will wisely. This harmful type of realism
portance of the article for us is the be
capable of rendering great service is summed up in the last three words
not. It is impractical to even suppose that four thousand students
inclusion of the Stein Song.
to
humanity in any emergency in- of Mr. Jones' article—"So be it."
could all have that right. What would you have in the paper?
No longer is The Stein Song merely volving aching molars.
I don't claim to be perfect. I still
Nothing.
a call to recognition of our almighty
The question now is, will scientific have the defects that my culture,
Perhaps it might be wise to re-locate the Campus office, this mother, the University of Maine, but efforts allow the application
of the training, and experience have given
time in 305 Aubert, the big amphitheater. Then students could sit now, like Dr. Bennett, has become a same music to relieving headaches the me. But God grant me power of insight into those defects and the
and pass judgment upon all that is printed. But you readers wouldn't milestone in the progress of science. morning after Homecoming?
strength to face them honestly. I
like that, and neither would we.
don't propose an easy solution because
There has been a little trouble within the Campus, admittedly.
I don't have one. But I will not, I
All misunderstandings have been straightened out, and things are
hope, slip back into slothful realism.
now flowing smoothly and happily. The staff is happy, the editors
David H. Baldwin
are happy, this writer is happy. We're just one big happy family.
by Dirl. NN
-—
The paper is run by this writer and his associate editors. As
Thoughts for Bachelors
car and we will handle thing: back
long as this writer's name appears on the masthead of the Catnpus, It is better to have
loved and lost, here."
the paper is a "student paper."
yes. much better.
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Political
Hoover had two cars in every garage; Harry T. will have two families.
Automotive
Said the dealer as he demonitrated
the car to a young couple who occupied
the rear seat, "What a clutch!" Said
the couple in the rear, "You drive the

On Health
Be true to your teeth or they will
be false to you, or; There's gold in
them there mountings.
Education
In a History Class at Stevens' High
a prof asked, "Who was one of our
earliest settlers?" Replied the student,
"A lka Seltzer."

Director Of Fair
Expresses Thanks

To the Editor : May I use our
column to extend my thanks to all
members of the University departments who cooperated whole heartedly
to make this year's Farmers' Fair a
complete success?
DICK WILLIS
Director
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ew Faces Feature Varsity As Series Opens

ROGOVIN

Allen-less Five
Opens Here
With Bobcats

Rabbit Dombkowski and Jack
loll., were chosett by North team
coaches to the squad for the anlanai blue-grey classic in the
South. Both men are senior footballers.
Next Monday more than half of the
The University of Maine Black
50 men who will be tested by the East"ears will be out to defend their
ern Maine Central Board as certified
1947-48 state series basketball
basketball officials will be University of
1—own Saturday evening when
Maine students. The examin-tion will
they entertain the Bates Bobcats
be held in the team room of the field
in Memorial Gym. It will be the
house.
opening game of the season for
the Pale Blue who are playing
It's a terrible thing when frawithout the services of their head
ternity rivalries are allowed to incoach.
terfere with such honorary funcActing head coach Sam Sezak has
tions as the elect' of captain of
had the varsity squad working hard
the varsity football by the letter
this week in preparation for the openmen. The honorary captain is
er, but as yet declined to name any
usually the most deserving senior
starting team.
on the squad in the eyes of the
lettermen; it doesn't seem fair to
With only two starters from last
vote AGAINST a man instead of
year's championship quintet Sezak has
for him.
had to find men to fill the shoes of
Production-line football has been unTed Boynton, George O'Donnell, Bob
der constant fire this season by coaches
Gates, and Danny Danforth. Boynton,
throughout the nation. The unlimit
a three time All-Mainer, was the play
substitution rule, which Vill
maker on last year's starting five.
be altered at the January rules sessi•-1
Returning as almost sure starters are
by football coaches, ina1:es such 1:
Charlie Goddard and Al Hopkins.
teams as Notre Dame and Michigan
Goddard will probably be at center
PROBABLE FIRST EIGHT FOR VARSITY—Standing: McCormack, Goddard,
Wing, Coa:11
hard to stop. Maine does not have
while Hopkins will be at his old guard
Sezak; Kneeling: Begert, Peasley, Norwood. Osgood.
manpower to consider such a syst..an as
position. Another letterman who has
Army's, or that of :)it.:.igan—two seplooked good in practice and will unarate teams for defense and offense.
doubtedly start is Hank Peasley.
,
But Coach Eck Allen kept a steady
The remaining two starters will be
stream of players flowing from the
chosen by Sezak and his two aides,
•
Rankin and Kenyon, from the other
bench against Bowdoin. The present
rule seems to take the fun out of the
13 men who are competing for startI
ing berths. Likely candidates include
game. The coaches take the place of
Professor Stanley Wallace of the
The Maine winter sports program
Sam Sezak reported that the bottom Buzz Feeney,
the quarterback and players are re- Men's
Jerry Begert, Lowell
Physical Education department for 1948-49 indicates that Coach Ted
half of the 30 men now with the var- Osgood, Fran
duced to specialists. Some players
McCormack, Jim
said that interest in intramural hockey Curtis's ski team will have plenty of
never play defense, or offense, on some
O'Toole,
sity
will
Paul
compose
the
J.V.
basketbal
Lynch,
l
and "Red" Norhas apparently grown since the first action prior to the important meets.
wood.
teams.
notice of a new season in the Campus In addition to the regular state meet, squad. It is not definite which men
The varsity basketball team, two weeks ago. December 10 is the another four-tea
m competition will be will be used as J.V. material, but The 1948 deer kill, which was
anwhich opens on the home court deadline for signing up. More than held
Sezak said that those who probably nounced
at Orono before the Series.
this week, exceeds the recSaturday against the Bates Bob- 35 men had registered their willingThe varsity will compete in the In- will see action against Ricker, De- ord total of more than
37.000 set
cats, has disappointed many spec- ness to play in the proposed games. tercolleg
iate Ski Union meets this sea- cember 4 are: Victor Woodbrey, in 1946. It does not, however
, meastators in the drill sessions so far. The contests will be run in round- son.
Charlie Small, John Royal, Ralph ure up
to expectations. State offiThe team looks slow as a unit. robin style.
Jewett. Harold Higgins. John Bar- cial*
Winter Sports Program
considered 45.000 the probable
Red Norwood and Lowell Osgood,
nard, John Leet, and Larry Mahaney. figure.
The skating rink for hockey and
The final count of hunters
Coach
Theodore
Curtis
S.
two newcomers, will add speed to
Coach Sezak said that the freshman showed 18 deaths in the season.
general use will be set up before
Dec.
29-Jan.
3 Intercollegiate Week at
the quintet, but on the whole, Christma
squad has not been fully developed yet.
s vacation.
Lake Placid, New York
they lack the speed necessary to
and
a schedule has not been formed. Coach Ed Petro of Bates has
Jan.
Brunswic
8
k
Annex
at Orono
already
their type of attack.
The
frosh are playing intramural named his starting five.
Jan. 15 Bates, Bowdoin, Colby at
Leading the
The varsity will exhibit flashy new
games, however.
Orono (not a state meet)
Bobcats are two of the highest scoring
uniforms in the season's lid-lifter. Navy
Jan. 22 New Brunswick and Colby at
Those men who have shown well on forwards in the state last season, Bill
blue numbers on a pale blue backOrono
The dormitory basketball tournathe frosh squad are: Parady. Martin. Simpson and "Ace" Bailey. Maine fans
ground will brighten up the Orono ment begins Friday on the regulation Feb. 5 Rumford Carnival
Oullette. and Trenholm of Old Town; will remember Simpson and his fiery
Feb. 11-12 Dartmouth Carnival,
court in 1948-49.
court.
Homans and Smith of Bangor; Ma- outbursts that have highlighted MaineHanover
Jim MeBrady. starting center
haney of John Bapst ; and Leathers of Bates games for the last two years.
The schedule:
Feb. 18-19 State Intercollegiate
on this season's football eleven
Guilford.
Championships (site pending)
Bangor's Bob Carpenter will start
DATE TIME
LEAGUE
TEAMS
until he received a broken leg in Fri., Dec. 3
Feb. 25-26 Middlebury Carnival
at the pivot post for Petro. Although
the Connecticut game. %as chosen
4:30 West vs. East
White Mar. 5 Eastern Championships
only a sophomore and without much
Varsity Indoor Track Schedule
(site pending)
3:30 Elms vs. South
Blue
to an all-opponents team by
experienc
e in college ball. Carpenter
Golden
Ski Races at Bald MounCoach Chester A. Jenkins
Coaches Fred Ellis, Tufts; Frank Mon., Dec. 6
tain
was chosen All-Maine while playing
3:30 East vs. Balentine
Jan. 15 Intramural Meet
White
Eck, University of Massachusetts;
4:30 Colvin vs. East
Jan. 22 Knights of Columbus Meet,
Blue
for Bangor High.
Courses to satisfy the requirement
and Joe Zabilski, Northeastern.
Tues.. Dec. 7
Boston
Among the three candidates for the
4:30 Off-Campus vs.
for the teachers' Professional Sec- Feb. 19 New Hampshire at Orono
The Junior Varsity basketball
guard
positions is "Slim" Somerville
Balentine
White ondary Certificate should be completed Feb. 26 Springfield at Orono
team %ill not pia, Colby this year
who starred on the unbeaten 1946-47
3:30 West vs. South
Mar.
Northeas
Blue with a grade
5
tern
Orono
at
of C or better.
The Waterville school sill have Wed., Dec. 8
Mar. 12 Bo.iton University at Orono Brunswick Annex quintet.
Either vet4:30 Balentine vs. N. Estaonly a freshman outfit in might'
eran Dick Scott of football fame
or
brooke
White
to their varsity.
Bob Strong will work with Somervil
3:30 East vs. Elms
Blue
le
Intramural basketball, now in the Thurs., Dec. 9
at the other guard.
third set of games for the three leagues, 4:30 N. Estabrooke vs.
The Maine Jayvees will face Ted
West
White
has produced some fine basketball alBoynton's Ricker quintet in the preFraternit
Colvin
League
3
:30
v
S.
vs.
EstaSo. Apts.
ready. Attendance at the games is usuliminary game which will get underbrooke
Won Lost Frosh
Blue
ally limited to individual house mem- Fri., Dec. 10
Alpha Tau Omega
2
way about 6-30. The
0
New Dorm #3-1
bers and dormitory enthusiasts, but 4:30 East vs. Elms
White Beta Theta Pi
2
0
Nordorm #1&2
3:30 West vs. East
Blue Kappa Sigma
2
0
Nordorm *3&4
0
more students are witnessing the conPhi Eta Kappa
Nordorm #10&12
0
0
test in the more important fraternity
The Women's Basketball Clinic Sat- Phi Kappa Sigma
0 °CUM MO
games. The games are worth seeing in urday at 1 :30 p.m. in the Women's Ph! Gamma Delta
Nordorm #6
0
0
2
Nordorm *8
0
many cases. Plenty of good basketball Gym is open to all those interested in Phi Mu Delta
0
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Trailers
0
is available gratis.
officiating or coaching basketball. Ar- Tau Epsilon Phi
White League
Christmas Vespers, as impor- rangements for the Clinic, which is Alpha Gainnia Rho
0
1
1918-49 in ;or Varsity
Won Lost
Basketball
tant traditionally to the campus sponsored by the Eastern Maine Board Delta Tau Delta
0
1 Dunn #2
2
0
Schedule
Sigma
Chi
0
Corbett
1
#1
holiday spirit as they are, seem of Women Officials, are being made
Dec. 4 Ricker at Orono
1
0
Sigma Nu
0
1 Corbett #3
Dec. 11 Maine Annex at
1
0
to be a bit cheating; why must the by the Officials Club here at the Uni- Theta
Brunswic
Chi
0
Center Oak
1
1
0 Jan. 13 Aroostook State Teachers k
sing take the Mt•morial Gymna- versity
Lambda Chi Alpha
0
2 Hannibal Hamlin
1
0
College at Orono
sium s
0
2 Dunn #1
• Sunday afternoon
Jan. 15 Bowdoin at Brunswick
The Annual Hockey Supper takes Sigma Phi Epsilon
1
1
Tau
Epsilon
Kapoa
0
Dunn
#4
2
1
Jan. 18 Bates at Lewiston
fr
1
those basketball enthusiasts place Tuesday, December 7, in the
Dormitory League
Corbett *4
Feb. 5 Hebron at Orono
1
1
who have no other day on whirh smoker at Balentine. The supper is in
Blue League
New Dorm 3-2
1
Feb. 9 Coburn at Orono
1
the. ran get
recognition of the All-Maine and All.
Won Lost East Oak
bill% the worn.
0
Feb. 12 Bowdoin at Orono
1
West Oak
2
ett's
0
nt suitable for the pur- Maine Reserve Hockey Teams which Nordorm #.5
Feb. 16 Bates at Orono
1
Nordorni #7&:9
Dunn *3
2
Feb. 18 Maine Annex at
0
2
po.e?
will be announced at that time.
()romp
Nordorni #11&13
2
Corbett #2
0
2 Feb. 22 Higgins at Orono

i-iockey Interest Winter Sports Jayvees Start
Receives Boost Goes Big Time With Subs

Women's Sports

Intramural Hoop Standings

Ricker Provides
IJ.V. Opposition

rage !six
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Art Lovers Given Opportunity
To Purchase Works On Exhibit

Tau Beta Pi
To Initiate 22
On Wednesday
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University Society

by Kitty and Jan
the Print and Lecture Room of Cumholiday Greetings from Pettee- lowed the gamblers plenty of diversiThe present exhibits of prints in gie Hall. These prints place a shrewd
Alpha Chapter of Tau Beta Pi will carr! It's a little late to wish you all fied activity.
Carnegie Hall, and the Louis Oakes and discerning finger on the frailties
Having decided that there is nothing
Room of the Library were especially and foibles of Parisian life of more initiate 22 men Wednesday December a filling Thanksgiving din-din, but is
new
to say about formal dances ...
chosen for their suitability as Christ- than 100 years ago. The 30 shown 8.
it our fault that there wasn't any Camwe tell you ...
mas presents, according to Professor actually appeared as full page illustraTau Beta Pi , a national honorary Pus last week? ... Now for news while
Vincent A. Hartgen.
Lambda Chi Alpha had a formal
tions in French journals of the last engineering society which recognizes it was news. On the week end of NoFriday night with Ray Downs and his
Unlike a great deal of the cheap and century.
high scholastic and professional vember 19-20—House-parties:
orchestra providing the music. Saturshoddy gifts exchanged during the
achieve
ment in the engineering field.
Phi Kappa Signative
A
Maine
artist, Carroll T.
day morning despite ghastly weather
Yule season, these lithographs, etchThose to be initiated are, seniors, ma held its anconditions, Lambdas and their dates
ings, and woodcuts are enduring in Berry of Rockport, has forty black
Warren Bowden, S. Penobscot; Frank nual semi-formal:
and
white
woodcut
s
in
the
Louis
Oakes
took off for the Camden Sno Bowl.
value and everlasting in appeal, he
Room of the Library. His prints cap- Crimp, Milton, Mass.; Robert Dutton, Monte Carlo ParThere wasn't any snow but June
asserted.
ture the rough and rugged character Auburn; Robert Folsom, Orono; ty, Friday, Nov.
Smith
and Lee Porter went tobogganForty etchings by John Taylor of the Maine
coast as few other block Arthur Geary, Lewiston; Harold 19. About fifty
ing
anyway
! Ah yes . . . Splinter.
Arms are presented in the Art Gal- prints
do. Most of his studies are of Goldberg, Portland; Roswell Hub- couples arrived at
seat Smith, we call her.
lery. Arms is one of the most distin- Rockpor
t and vicinity and are of bard, Waterford; Frederic Libby, the house to find
Ugh! Braves and squaws make
guished of American print makers, weather
beaten hulks, trim schooners, Bangor; Willis Libby, Freeport; the uniformed
heap big whoopee at Phi Eta tepee
having received the highest awards in and the
Prentiss Markle, Orono; Randolph doorman, Dick
ocean-pounded shoreline.
Friday evening last. Zowie ! The costhis country and in Europe. He is
Any of these prints may be pur- Moores, Bangor; Leroy Noyes, Farm- Bleakney, v. aittumes really got into the spirit of the
especially known for his cathedral chased
at very reasonable rates, ac- ington; Martin Rissel, Rutherford, ing to usher them
ithing. A real honest-to-goodness snake
studies and the minute detail of his cording to Hartgen
. Artists or dealers N. J.; Norman Whiting, Milton, into the hands of
!dance was led by Chief Bluebird (as
workmanship.
Dave Anderton,
usually show their appreciation by Mass.
in Happiness) and Princess WahbuhHonore Daumier, great French sa- presenting the University with prints
Juniors, Louis Daigle, Fort Kent; the suave front
bum of Old Town who were all
tirist of the 18th Century, is repre- or reproductions to be added to the Francis
Decoteau, Saco; Guy Good- man. After acl
d
b
ea
cde
ked
d out in Injun head-dresses and
KITTY
sented by 30 original lithographs in permanent collection.
win, Fort Fairfield; Albert Meserve, quiring their stack
costumes.
Portland; Ray Nodden, Cherryfield; of bogus money from Paul "CashClever
thing, that mural created by
William Sawyer, Milbridge; Paul drawer" Turner, the cashier, they
Bud
Crimp
and Barb Bickford for
were
ushered
into the gambling room,
White, Presque Isle; Theodore WhiteSigma Chi's formal dance. Dance
where
many
devices
for
taking
their
house, State College, Pa.
money were arranged. A crap table, music was provided by the Pandas
while the downstairs concessions were
Have you seen the new CAMPUS poker, black jack, a roulette wheel, a
office? Drop in.
horse racing game, and a bird cage al- handled by Ray Chittick. An Indian
"raid" from next door added zest to
•
the evening and prompted a retaliating
visit before the Sweetheart Song ended the evening.
Tan Epsilon Phi's houseparties
started out with a formal din din!
About fifty couples enjoyed the bountiful feast after which the Collegians
played for the formal dance. Saturday
night's festivities broke out in full
bloom to the music of Charlie Leach
and his "group." A barn dance! and
what a rowdy-dow time was had by
all!! Jerry Rogovin tried to kiss all
the girls.., guess he succeeded too—
cuz where else could he have received
all that stiplick all over his liT pink
face?
Grove Street Entrance to South Apartments
Sigma Phi Epsilon held a postfootball vic dance in South Estabrooke
basement last Saturday nite.
a Phi Gamma Delta played host to 70
couples at a semi-formal dance Friday
evening.
Music was by Bob Wood
J. Paul Sheedl* Snitched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
and his orchestra. Thanksgiving was
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test .4
the theme of the decorations, with a
hint of Christmas in the spruce boughs.
Small steins (estimated by Dick Buck
to hold about two shots) were presented to the girls
Incidentally, the wives on campus
are organizing! The newest chapter of
OUR TELEPHONE must take hard knocks as they
the Wives Club was instituted at Phi
come—and go on working.
Eta Kappa last week. Mary Sawyer
To make sure it can, we test samples of each day's prowas elected permanent chairman of the
duction and put telephones through the equivalent of years
club.
Loads of University people gathered
of service in a few hours or days. For example: we drop
at
the Chestnut St. Church in Portland
handsets into their cradles 22,000 times—equal to 4 years'
Saturda
y where June Swanton and
normal use. And not just once, but from 16 different posiEvan Johnson were married. A dintions, we drop sample telephones from desk-top height
ner party was held at the Swanton
onto a hardwood surface. We even check their feet to be
home Friday evening for the wedding
certain they won't scratch your table.
party, which included Jan Scales, Bill
Bodwell, John Folsom, Bruce FolHere at Western Electric, we've been making Bell telePorn
William A. Newdick and Bill
phones since 1882 But telephones themselves are only
Cummin
gs, all of the University.
about 6% of the equipment used in your service. The other
Pin Points
94% includes wire, cable, switchboards, trucks, poles, tools,
Margaret Herider..0n, Angii0a. t
office equipment. With the exception of buildings, we
IA.011 Bro%n, Phi Cam.
IF YOU were a rhino with problem hair, we'd say:
Rhinot
make or supply almost everything Bell telephone people
scratch your hide and seek Wildroot Cream-Oil hair
lloll McCnin, Danforth, to John
tonic?
Translat
ed
it
means:
use—and test it with utmost care.
Try the Wildroot Finger-Nail Test! If
l'arker, l'hi Cam.
you find signs of dryness or loose ugly dandruff, get
Lorraine Littlefield to Lewis 'WyWildroot
Guarding the quality of things used in your Bell teleCream-Oil. It's non-alcoholic--contains lanolin. Grooms
hair
man.
Lambda Chi Alpha.
phone service is one way that Western Electric helps to
neatly and naturally without that greasy look. Relieves
annoyAnna
Briggs to Da‘id Pierce, Siging
dryness. Removes loose dandruff. And helps you pass
make it the world's best.
the
ma Phi Epsilon.
Finger-Nail Test. You can get Wildroot Cream -Oil
at any drug
or toilet goods counter. So get a bottle or tube today. Have
And last summer's pinning:
your barber give you professional applications.
lAntise Kolas to Chuck Prelile,
This fellow
liked Wildroot Cream-Oil so well he wrote us a leather
Sigma I'hi Epsilon.
about
it--said it kept
BY

JOHN

CONNER,

SILVER SHANTY

Fried Clams, French Fries
Homburgs, Hot Dogs
Sandwiches

We expected this...

y

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

his wife from going to
Rhino (Nevada that is).
* of.327 Burroughs Dens., Snyder, N. Y.

Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo II, N. Y.

Sport.
It just happened to occur to me
that
the reason they ask hunters to
wear
red clothes is so they can find them
easier after they shoot them.
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BY MARILYN WYMAN

Herbert A. Harriman, president of
"College is a serious business in
Dunn-Corbett dormitory council
the
Scotland," according to Mrs. Roger
has announced that rules regulating
Nelson who is employed in the statisvisiting hours between 7 and 9 p.m.
tics department of Winslow Hall.
Friday and Saturday in the lounges
The wife of veteran Roger Nelson,
been approved. The rules follow.
have
an electrical engineering student, Mrs.
1. Name of resident having a guest
Nelson attended Glasgow University
will be given to duty proctor.
where she majored in statistics.
After visiting several classes and
2. The lights will be on at all times.
listening to the talk of students in the
3. Guests and their escorts will use
South Apartments, where she now
only the front doors to enter the buildlives, Mrs. Nelson concludes that the
ings.
college system at Maine allows many
4. Guests will be allowed only in the
more laughs and is far less strict than
Lounge and the hallway between it
the college life she knew at Glasgow.
and the front entrance.
Mrs. Nelson said that college years
5. Study hours will be observed when
at Scottish universities depend entirely
in
effect.
upon ability with no defined length of
6. Dancing in the lounge will not be
time to be spent on preparation for a
allowed during visiting hours.
diploma. Most of the subjects we
know as "required" in our freshman
7. The corridor doors immediately
and sophomore years are taken care
adjacent to the lounge will be closed
of in the last two years of high school
during visiting hours.
in Scotland.
8. The duty proctor will be in charge
A student entering a university there
and has the authority to dismiss any
may begin majoring in his first year,
guest for due cause.
because all language, science, and
9. The Council reserves the right to
—Newhall Photo
psychology requirements have been
deny
this privilege to any resident for
MRS. ROGER NELSON
fulfilled in secondary schools. For
conduct unbecoming a gentleman.
this reason, Mrs. Nelson pointed out, cation requirements, the Scots enjoy
10. Residents and their guests will
there are no class divisions at Scottish a great many sports such as hockey, exercise proper care to maintain the
universities.
cricket, basketball, swimming, tennis, cleanliness of the lounge and the conThe marking system, which Mrs.
dition of the furnishings therein.
and gymnastics.
Nelson considers "much fairer" than
Glasgow does not have a school
ours is based entirely upon ability
Student Wives Announce
rather than upon competitive marks paper, so all announcements are made
as we know them. No one flunks an via the bulletin board. There is a Christmas Party Plans
exam—the student knows the material, University Choir and orchestra, and
The Student Wives' Christmas party
or he doesn't. There are grades of plays are presented during the school committee,
headed by Mrs. Marion
excellent, very good, good, fairly good, year by drama and Shakespeare stu- Lawnsbury,
announced plans for the
fair, and poor, based upon how much dents.
party to be held in the Women's Gym
is known about the subject.
Although fraternities and sororities December 16 from 2:30 to 4
p.m. at the
Mrs. Nelson explained that there are are non-existent at Glasgow, Mrs. club's last
meeting.
elective courses given, but added that Nelson believes that they would be a
The Student Wives have issued an
most students concentrate upon their welcomed addition.
invitation to all faculty members and
major courses in order to complete
Mrs. Nelson said that the year's ex- students to bring their children to see
their college careers in the shortest penses at Glasgow are 398 pounds,
or Santa and share in the refreshments
possible time.
about $1592, and the only holidays are and gifts.
Visiting lecturers address only Armistice Day, Easter, and a
Tentative arrangements were made
recess
classes studying their specific topics, from Christmas Eve to New
Year's to start a day nursery in the South
and occasional talks are given in the Day.
Apartments.
evening for which admission is
charged.
To further emphasize the seriousness
of classes. Mrs. Nelson declared that
four absences from class, regardless of
the reason, necessitates taking an examination for continuance in the class.
Make your appointment today
Long absences, such as those caused by
illness, mean taking a special make-up
course during spare periods.
Commenting upon extracurricula activities, Mrs. Nelson explained that
such activities do not exist at Glasgow.
Although there are no physical edu-

to me that
rs to wear
I find them

Bea Young '49, So. Estabrooke—
"There is too great a discrepancy in
the ages of the veterans and other sttidents."
Jean Brewer '50, Balentine—
"The student body is so large that
it is almost impossible for people to
get to know each other. Maybe this
could be helped by having more get
tugethers such as the faculty parties."
R. S. Ingraham '49, Phi Gamma
Delta—
"The student body is too large for
the social facilities that exist."

Xi Sigma Initiates Four
Four new members, Philip Archibald, Robert Buck, Robert Clawson,
and Ralph McCurdy, were initiated into
Xi Sigma Pi, forestry national honor
society, at informal initiation ceremonies Thursday, Nov. 18.
Forester Fred Knight presided at the
initiation. He was assisted by Charles
Horner, Secretary-Fiscal Agent, at the
business meeting which followed.
Formal initiation will be held at the
Penobscot Valley Country Club, Dec.
7.

Van Heusen dealers in Bangor

THE ALLAN-LEWIS 40.
181 Exchange

t.

The one and only

For the Gift that only YOU can give

E HUNDRED $3.95.

TED NEWHALL

•

HUNDRED $4.95.

Photographer

1111S111 HOUSE
46 Columbia St.

Orono 8171

This Van Heusen shirt has the most famous collar of
them all, Van Heusen's patented, exclusive one-piece
collar. Can't wilt or wrinkle ... needs no starch to look
starched . . . stays neat all day. In white broadcloth,
laboratory-tested and Sanforized—a new shirt free if
your Van Heusen shrinks out of size! Other Van Heusen
shirts $3.50, $3.95, $4.95.

Bank Bldg.

Bangor
\ uto Registration Office
offers you a

Your Headquarters for

fine selection of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

ling:
.k Preble,

BY SIMON SNLAR
This week the Campus asked the
following questions from members of
the student body, picked at random:
"What do you think is the cause
for the lack of a close-knit spirit on
campus?"
Franklyn Dufour 49, Phi Mu Delta—
"I think that the major cause for
lack of spirit is that the students lack
an active voice in determining school
policies."
Melvin S. Lavine '50, Corbett Hall—
"I think Maine will return to its
pre-war days just as soon as it graduates its large veteran body. For better
or worse, Maine, like most U. S. colleges, is wedded to the rah-rah spirit."
Lawrence Ouelette '50, Hannibal
Hamlin—
"I believe it is a three-in-one affair
with poor cooperation between the
Alumni, student-body, and faculty."
C. Stinson '49, North Dorms—
"Being a State University with
many students with different interests
accounts, I think, for much of the difference between, say, the spirit of this
college and that of Bates."
W. J. Barron '49, North Dorms—
"Lack of a coordinated school social
program."

Christmas is just around the corner

h, to John

'ierce, Sig-

Page Se‘cn

Glasgow University Alumna Dorm Council Campus Reporter Conducts
s Hours Survey On "Lack Of Spirit"
Says No One Flunks Exams Grant
ToDunn-Corbett
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MOC Sponsors Canterburians Masque Sees
First Aid-Ski
Will Hold "Meet
For 'Winslow
Patrol Course And Dine"

Wednesday
Boy' Debut

Varsity Debate
Team Scores
Even Split

"The Winslow Boy," a three act
111 students of the Episcopal faith drama by Terence Rattigan, will open
Maine varsity debaters travelled to
are invited to a supper meeting of the for a four day run Wednesday evening
the University of Vermont Invitation
Canterbury Club Sunday, December at the Little Theatre as the second
Debate Tournament Nov. 19-20 and
5, at 6 p.m. in the upstairs lounge of Maine Masque Theatre production
of
came
away with a record of eight victhe MCA.
the season.
tories
and eight defeats.
At the last meeting of the group, Co-starring Bob Arnold and BarbaDebating
coach, Wofford G. GardMarilyn Wyman and Richard Edes ra Stewart as Arthur and
Catherine
ner, who accompanied the four Maine
were designated to represent the Can- Winslow, a father and his daughter
teams on the trip, considered this a
terbury Club at the Churchmanship who fight the British admiralty and
good showing for a first tournament.
Conference in Boston December 3-5. the British government in an effort
to
Maine defeated Rensselaer, SpringThe group also heard the final re- clear the son and brother of theft
field, Navy, American International,
ports on the Friendship and Marriage charges.
Bowdoin, Vermont, Amherst, and Sufseries. Ray Gross, social chairman, Ann Cutts portrays flightly Mrs.
folk.
will have charge of the meeting pro- Winslow, while Wendell Hodgkins
engrams.
On the other side of the ledger,
acts the part of the Winslow boy.
Maine lost to Magill, Hamilton, St.
The play, most successful on LonMichael's, Dartmouth, Army, Wesdon and New York stages, is the adapleyan, Syracuse, and Colby.
tation
of
an
actual
court
case.
Paul
(Continued from Page One)
One of Maine's affirmative teams,
Payson plays the part of the defense
cational boards in his own country on
made up of Robert Moran and Francis
attorney.
the basis of character, intellectual
The Physics Club, in accordance
Bean, was among ten undefeated teams
Others in the cast are Dwight Frye,
capacity, seriousness of purpose, ma- with its policy of presenting a basic Harlan Witham, Al Dumais,
in the tournament.
Beatrice
Newhall Photo
turity, qualities of leadership, and understanding of physics to the general Towne, Marion Keith,
The other three teams from the
and George
BARBARA
STEWART
other favorable personal attributes.
public, is maintaining an exhibition Sherman.
University were: George Brountas
2. The sponsoring groups have the window on the first floor of South "The Winslow Boy" will be preand Donald Warren, affirmative;
opportunity of gaining added publicity Aubert. Plans are also being made to sented Wednesday through Saturday, Debates Tonight End First Margaret Mollison and George Vardaand prestige by participation in the hold an open house program.
Dec. 8, 9, 10, 11 at 8:15 p.m. in the Round Of Council Tourney mis, negative; and Ramona McLaughproject. The Plan, as in operation at
Plans for the affiliation of the Phys- Little Theatre. Tickets for the produclin and Doris Vollmer, negative.
The first round of the Maine DeBowdoin, has received very favorable ics Club with Sigma Pi Sigma are tion are available at 330 Stevens Hall
bating Council's intramural tournacomment from Dr. Edgar Fisher, As- taking shape.
and at the door.
ment will be completed tonight, with Hess At Boston Meeting
sistant Director of the Institute of InA complete progress report will be
five debates scheduled for 7 and 8 p.m.
ternational Education, the National given at the next meeting on Dec. 7.
Mr. Russell Hess of the History
Hill& Group Sees Movie
in South Stevens Hall.
Student Association, and many Maine
and Government Department attended
newspapers.
Each of the nine teams entered in the National Conference on GovernThe members of the Hillel FoundaVacation Alterations
tion were shown movies on Palestine the tourney have debated twice so far. ment recently sponsored by the Na3. A feeling of unity may be built
Brighten Campus Look
The next meeting will be Sunday After each team has debated four tional Municipal League in Boston.
up within the group.
At Bowdoin, the sponsoring groups
evening at 7 p.m. in Carnegie lounge. times, the remainder of the tourney He observed the panel discussions on
J. Carroll Dempsey, superintendent
are the fraternities who are providing
Sheldon Sokol, social chairman for will be conducted on an elimination the Council-Manager form of governof buildings and grounds, has anthe group announces that plans for basis.
board and lodging for six foreign stument, the Patch Work of Local Govnounced that the new eight-inch steam
the Dec. 12 party with the Colby
dents. However, the plan emphasizes
Prizes will be awarded the winners. ernment, and the Financing of Local
main between Carnegie Hall and the
that the group does not necessarily
chapter are nearly complete.
Council members will be judges.
Government.
President's House was completed durneed to be within this category.
ing Thanksgiving recess and is now
Applications for support of a foreign
in use.
student at Maine should be turned into
He also announced that, because of
the General Student Senate.
a delay in obtaining equipment from
Dunn Hall was named in honor of the Westinghouse Electric Company,
Charles John Dunn, formerly chief temporary wooden street lamps have
justice of the Supreme Judicial Court been constructed and installed at the
of Maine and treasurer of the Uni- northern end of the campus, between
Dunn and Corbett Halls.
versity from 1909 to 1923.
The Maine Outing Club is sponsoring a Red Cross first aid and ski patrol
course, under the leadership of a Red
Cross instructor. The course is open
to faculty and students who may sign
up at tonight's 6:45 meeting in 11 Coburn Hall. Handbooks will be issued.
The MOC warmup cabin at the skating rink is nearing completion, according to club president John Stimpson.
Week-end crews will start work at 9
a.m. Saturday and Sunday. He has
issued a call for volunteers to complete
construction by the start of the skating

BOWDOIN PLAN

Physics Club Has
Exhibit In Aubert
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CHRISTMAS

Kappa Sigma
In recognition of his being chosen to participate
in the North-South game.

For "HIM"
For "HER"

The recipient of this award is entitled to

GIFTS

$2.00 PERSONAL ELE4NING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

I-IILLSON CLEANERS

For All Your FAMILY and FRIENDS!

Orono 617

18 Mill Strect

VISIT THE 5th FLOOR GIFT SHOP
U. OF M. VISITORS
STOP AT

LITTLEFIELD'S TOURIST HOME
Old Town, Me.

142 Middle St.

Rates $1.50 and $2.00 per person
For Reservations call Old Town 512
COMFORTABLE ROOMS
BATH
Located just off Route 2 at foot of Academy Hill

MEN!-BUY MOTHER,SISTER, OR SWEETHEART a HOUSECOAT in the ROBE SHOP
GIRLS!-SHOP FOR "HIM" in the MEN'S SHOP
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